


Tire Rapid inflating air tank device instruction  

The tire rapid inflating air tank is the professional inflating device that designed for some vacuum tire 

bead with its rim, 

Operation method key points as below: 

1、Close the control valve, connecting the air source with the rapid connector for inflating the air into the 

air tank. Please note the inflated air pressure should not be more than 8kg. 

2、Put the tire on the ground smoothly. 

3、Take the air tank beside the tire, and put the Rapid inflating nozzle near closely to the tire rim.  

4、Open the control valve, the high pressure air inside the air tank will be explosively inflating into the tire, 

which force will lead to the quick sealed between the tire beads and tie rim. Remove the the rapid 

inflating air tank. 

5、Inflating the tire to a right air pressure trough the tire valve core 

 

NOTE： 

1、 The air pressure inside the air tank cannot be more than 8kg; 

For the operator’ security, if the inside air pressure is more than 8kg, the safety valve will open 

automatically for balancing the pressure.  

2、 Be sure the tire must be put smoothly on the ground. 

3、 For ensure the safety of the operator, the Rapid inflating nozzle must be very closely to the tire rim; 

and there will be a big reacting force when open the control valve, so please hold the air tank tightly 

4、 Please wear the ear protective cover and safety glasses when using the rapid inflating air tank 

device. 

5、  
 

 

Nozzle must be very closely to the tire rim 
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1 CX-001-010100-0 Air tank assembly(for rapid inflating) U0010102 (printed) 

2 S-030-030800-0 Safety valve CE(9.0～9.5kg) 

3 S-038-000020-0 pressure gauge (φ62.5) 

4 S-030-000034-0 Control valve s.s  

5 CX-0UB-610400-0 UB connection fir rapid inflating air tank UB016104 

6 C-001-020100-0 Rapid inflating nozzle  

7 C-001-020200-0 Cover  

8 B-019-350095-0 Cross head screw GB846-85 

9 S-025-000050-0 Quick connector  

10 S-030-010400-1 one-way valve 

11 H-051-010414-0 L-union  

12 C-000-010003-0 Rubber hose UB0172(optional) 
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